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a b s t r a c t

Effective segmentation of thermal images reflecting the inflamed region in human body to

assist medical diagnosis is a challenging task. In this paper we propose a method for thermal

image segmentation, named as ‘‘Region shrinking based Accurate Segmentation of Inflam-

matory areas from Thermograms’’, in short RASIT. The method comprising of four steps

encompassing thermal image contextual electrostatic force extraction, intensity adjust-

ment as applicable, automated generation of the weighted threshold, and segmentation of

thermograms based on the computed threshold. The proposed method is operative devoid

of the subjective and possibly questionable task of parameter selection clearly offering an

edge over the state-of-the-art methods in terms of usage. The efficacy of our proposed

technique is shown by experimenting on abnormal thermograms taken from two datasets:

one is newly created knee arthritis thermogram dataset and another is online available

Database of Mastology Research (DMR) of breast thermograms. The averages on correct

detection rates obtained by the proposed method for both the knee and breast thermograms

are 98.2% and 96.98% respectively with favorable inference on basis of Wilcoxon's test.

Application of the proposed method minimizes the complexity of parameter selection, time

complexity of execution and amount of under segmentation compared to existing state-of-

the-art methods of thermogram segmentation.
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1. Introduction

Asymmetric inflammation in the human body is an indication
of a pathological abnormality related to the internal anomaly.
Image oriented recording of skin surface temperature
distribution using thermal imaging under controlled envi-
ronment, serves as the secondary temperature based diag-
nostic tool for abnormality detection [1]. Application of
thermal imaging in inflammation oriented disease analysis
is widely accepted in the diagnosis of arthritis-related joint
disease [1,2] and breast abnormality detection [3,4]. Inflam-
mation in joint with pain is a sign of arthritis in the human
body and may lead to permanent damage of body structure.
Arthritis mainly affects joints, bones, tendons, ligaments, and
muscles. Certain rheumatic arthritis may also cause damage
to internal organs. Common signs and symptoms of arthritis
include pain, tenderness, stiffness, swelling etc. In the case of
chronic arthritis (e.g. Rheumatoid arthritis), there is frequent
exacerbation and remission of symptoms. Research shows
that hundred different kinds of arthritis are present in the
world and can affect persons of all age groups. The two most
frequent types of arthritis are Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) and
Osteoarthritis (OA) [5]. The other frequently occurring types of
arthritis affecting human body are Reactive Arthritis (ReA),
Polyarthritis (PA), Monoarthritis (MA), Gouty arthritis (GA) etc.
The present scenario in India shows that 15% of the total
populations are suffering from arthritis [6] and in the US, 18%
of the total disable persons are suffering from arthritis [7]. In
India, the rate of prevalence of RA is almost 0.9% and this
range is 0.5–1% worldwide [8–10]. Most of the popular
methods of arthritis diagnosis and confirmation of inflam-
mation comprise subjective evaluation and pathological
tests. In the early stage of arthritis, subjective evaluation
and laboratory tests may not be able to detect inflammation.
The imaging modalities, like X-ray, Ultrasound and Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) are also used for diagnosis of
arthritis. But those modalities mainly identify the musculo-
skeletal changes of affected regions. In the initial stage of
arthritis, as per the opinion of concerned medical experts, the
musculoskeletal damage is insignificant and because of this,
subjective evaluation does not provide any prominent
impression of inflammation. As a result, detection of
inflammation at this stage is difficult. In such situation,
thermal imaging offers a supplementary, non-invasive as
well as the non-radiating temperature specific inflammation
viewing technique and used as decision-making modality for
detection of inflammation generated from arthritis [1,2,10]. In
the case of breast abnormality also, temperature pattern of
breast thermogram is able to act as a secondary diagnostic
tool. The presence of an abnormality in the breast tissue
changes the normal temperature distribution in the breast
region due to increase of metabolic activity. Non-radiating
thermal imaging detects the abnormality in the temperature
distribution by capturing the infrared radiation from the
breast surface non-invasively [11]. Other substantial benefits
of thermal imaging over non-invasive conventional inflamed
area identification techniques are broad temperature spec-
trum, fast response time, reliability, high spatial resolution
and safe approach for imaging oriented inspection of
inflammatory diseases [12]. The formation of a thermogram
is purely dependent on the temperature distribution of the
object or the skin surface of a human body which is
photographed. It is established that nature of abnormality
related to inflammation has got a strong reflection in terms of
temperature distribution. Incidentally, manual identification
of the inflamed area and its origin is a challenging proposition
for a medical expert especially out of a large number of
infrared (IR) images obtained from a huge population.
Naturally, thermogram based automated segmentation of
inflamed region is a very effective methodology supplement-
ing manual diagnosis of the same by a medical expert.
Assessment of the prognosis of treatment is also possible
depending on monitoring the spread of the inflammation. In
human body thermography, the inflamed region(s) consists of
higher temperature compared to the background and other
body regions. The inflamed region(s) is our region-of-interest
(ROI) and represented by a set of higher gray level pixel
intensities compared to the pixel intensities representing
lower temperature regions of body in the thermogram. Due to
the presence of low contrast and complexity in the back-
ground of thermogram [13], segmentation of the inflamed
region(s) is a challenging task. Another important affecting
factor in the segmentation of the inflamed region(s) in a
thermogram is the blur effect produced due to the focusing
error at the time of its acquisition. The blur effect also
increases the complexity of thermogram segmentation. Other
issues associated with segmentation are over-centralized
intensity distribution, the presence of noise due to the
limitation of the technology in acquisition system [13,14]
and also for uncontrolled environmental factors.

In past research, authors applied popular segmentation
methods for thermal image segmentation. The related
works on thermogram segmentation have been summarized
and given in Table 1. The state-of-the-art thermal image
segmentation techniques as given in Table 1 shows the use
of clustering, thresholding, region growing, and edge
detection based segmentation of the ROI from the thermal
image. Observation from the review indicates that the
popular state-of-the-art segmentation methods suffers
from the need of parameter selection depending on the
type of thermograms.

Focusing on the shortcomings of existing techniques; we
mainly concentrated on decreasing the load of parameter
selection in our proposed inflamed region segmentation
method from thermogram. The proposed method is described
in the next subsection in brief.

1.1. Brief description of proposed method and
contributions

In this paper, our aim is to develop an effective thermogram
segmentation technique, inspired by the concept of Coulomb's
Law of Electrostatic force on two static charges. We postulate
that n pixels forming the input image may be considered as a
closed system comprising n many static point charges. The
electrostatic force of any individual pixel may be defined as the
impact of all other first order neighborhood pixels on that
individual pixel in the image ignoring the effect of self-
influence. The electrostatic force from the neighborhood



Table 1 – Related work of thermogram segmentation.

Segmentation techniques Method used Demerits associated with
inflamed ROI segmentation from

thermogram

Clustering based segmentation Fuzzy C-means (FCM) [2,15,16], K-means
[16,17,18], Expectation Maximization (EM)
[2,19], Particle Swarm Optimization based FCM
clustering [20], Swarm optimization-based
algorithms [21].

Cluster number initialization, cluster
center initialization, selection of the
cluster which represents the
inflamed region from clustering
output.

Threshold based segmentation Otsu thresholding [12,22,23], Minimum Error
Thresholding (MET) [12], Kapur thresholding
[12], Hamadani determined thresholding [12].

Threshold value selection.

Region growing based segmentation Threshold based region growing [24,25] Manual selection of multiple seed
points, selection of the stopping
parameter related to grouping the
pixels.

Edge detection based segmentation Gradient based edge detection [23], level set
method combined with manual seed selection
[26], improved region based level set method
[16], sobel edge detection method [24].

Due to the lack of boundary
sharpness of thermal images, edge
detection is not able to detect the
boundary of an inflamed region in the
thermogram or too many edges are
detected due to the intensity
variation of thermal image.
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pixels minimizes the intensity of the surrounding background
region of the inflammatory (hot) region of interest (ROI)
towards minimum gray intensity level with the progress in the
number of iterations. The outcome of the step is further
divided into foreground and background regions in respect of a
threshold value determined in an automated manner. The
proposed method follows the region shrinking mechanism of
ROI because of the use of automated thresholding. To ensure
minimization, but not the elimination of ROI, an appropriate
choice of stopping criteria needs to be worked out. The RASIT
minimizes the difficulties of parameter selection and accurate
segmentation with a minimum rate of cumulative over and
under segmentation.

The performance of the proposed method is evaluated with
the existing state-of-the-art segmentation techniques based
on the ground truth prepared by the experts for knee
thermogram dataset and online available existing breast
thermogram dataset. In summary, the main contributory
works of the paper includes:

a) The proposed Region Shrinking Segmentation method
(RASIT) performs optimal segmentation of inflamed ROI
(s) with a minimum requirement of parameter selection.

b) The execution time of the proposed method is less for
inflamed region extraction compared to cluster- and
threshold-based state-of-the-art methods.

c) The proposed method minimizes under segmentation
compared to the state-of-the-art cluster- and threshold-
based methods.

d) The inflammation oriented validation of knee thermo-
gram dataset has been performed through pathological
and subjective evaluations of the diseases.

The remaining paper is organized as follows: Section 2
contains a detailed description of the Electrostatic Force for
Segmentation. Section 3 describes the Region shrinking based
accurate segmentation of inflammatory areas from thermo-
grams. Section 4 explains dataset collection and ground truth
generation. Sections 5 and 6 contain the results and discussion
respectively. Finally, the conclusion and future work are
presented in Section 7.

2. Electrostatic force based segmentation (EFS)

The objective of the proposed region shrinking based
segmentation technique is to extract the ROI from thermo-
grams. Region shrinking is a procedure that identifies the
pixels having similar properties, from an image, based on
predefined criteria. The basic approach is to start with the
entire image and shrink it toward the area specified by the
predefined criteria.

Our proposed Electrostatic Force based Segmentation (EFS)
technique, segments the inflamed ROI by shrinking the input
thermogram iteratively. EFS is inspired from the electrostatic
force defined in the Coulomb's Law of Electrostatic. It is
important to note that the electrostatic force and the force
used in EFS are similar, but not the same. Although the
electrostatic force has both magnitude and direction, in this
work, we have considered only the magnitude of the force
acting upon the image pixels. To explain the concept of EFS, in
the rest of the section, we discuss the Coulomb's Law of
Electrostatic and draw a relationship between the Coulomb's
Law of Electrostatics and EFS.

2.1. Coulomb's Law of Electrostatics

The Coulomb's Law of Electrostatic formalizes the interaction
between two static point charges. Considering, two points A
and B having charges qA and qB respectively, maintaining a



Fig. 1 – (a) Electrostatic force between two charged particles A and B; (b) Image Contextual Electrostatic Force on a pixel from
it's 8-neighborhood pixels.
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distance rAB between one another, as shown in Fig. 1(a),
Coulomb's electrostatic force (F) is given by:

FAB ¼ K � qA � qB
r2AB

(1)

here K is the Coulomb's Electrostatic constant. When cumu-
lated over n point charges, the corresponding force Fi exerted
on an arbitrary point charge qi qi;1 � i � n

n o
will be:

Fi ¼
Xn
j ¼ 1
i 6¼ j

K � qi � q j

r2i j

(2)

here rij is the distance between qi and qj charges.

2.2. Electrostatic force image (EFI)

Drawing inspiration from Coulomb's Law of Electrostatic
force applicable to static charge particles, we, in the present
context, formulate a theoretical framework appropriate for
pixels forming an image. As per this framework, based on
Eq. 1, two pixels A and B having intensity PA and PB
maintaining distance rAB from each other will interact
through a force FAB as:

FAB ¼ K � PA � PB
r2AB

(3)

In Coulomb's Law, the value of constant K is 9 � 109 N m2/C2.
For a gray scale image, we considered K as 255 which is the
highest intensity level in the gray scale image. Considering the
coordinates of the participating pixels A and B as (xA, yA)and
(xB, yB)respectively, the Euclidian distance between them is:

rAB ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxA � xBÞ2 þ ðyA � yBÞ2

q
(4)
The resemblance between Coulomb's Law of Electrostatic
force in respect of a pair of static charge particles as presented
in Eq. 1 vis-a-vis that in respect of a pair of pixels participating
in an image as per Eq. 3 is understandable.

The cumulative force exerted on a pixel from its first order
neighborhood pixels (8-neighborhood) is calculated for every
pixel in the image, represented by Eq. 5 and demonstrated in
Fig. 1(b).

Fðm;nÞ ¼
Xmþ1

x ¼ m � 1
ðx; yÞ 6¼

Xnþ1
y ¼ n � 1
ðm; nÞ

K � Pðm;nÞ � Pðx;yÞ
r2

(5)

here P is an image of size X � Y and P(m,n)is the intensity of the
candidate pixel on which the Electrostatic Force (EF) is calcu-
lated.P(x,y) represents the (x,y)thneighbor of P(m,n), where x 2
{m � 1, m, m + 1} and y 2 {n � 1, n, n + 1} r is the Euclidian
distance between P(m,n) and P(x,y) calculated similar to Eq. 4. F
is the computed Electrostatic Force Image (EFI).

While obtaining the cumulative force on an individual pixel
as per Eq. 5, intensity adjustment based on input intensity
range may be needed in the event of accumulation of large
value. Intensity adjustment is done by following linear
interpolation as per Eq. 6.

Jðm;nÞ ¼
ð Pmax
ði; jÞ � Pmin

ði; jÞ Þ
ð Fmax
ði; jÞ � Fmin

ði; jÞ Þ
� Fðm;nÞ � Pmin

ði; jÞ
� �  !

þ Pmin
ði; jÞ (6)

here Pmax
ði; jÞ and Pmin

ði; jÞ are the maximum and minimum intensity
values present in the input image, P respectively. Similarly, Fmax

ði; jÞ
and Fmin

ði; jÞ indicate maximum value and minimum value present
in the EFI matrix, F respectively. After intensity adjustment, the
output is stored in the (m, n)th coordinate of the image J for the
corresponding F(m,n). Here, J is the intensity adjusted output of
EFI computation. The EFI computation and intensity adjust-
ment of the same is done iteratively as shown in Fig. 2.

Since EFI is an iterative process, it consists of the
possibility of diminishing the foreground region with the



Fig. 2 – Iterative improvement of EFI for segmentation.
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progress of iterations. Therefore, EFI based ROI segmentation
suffers from the issue of selecting terminating condition. To
determine the terminating condition, an automatic threshold
selection process has been introduced. The complete segmen-
tation algorithm along with terminating condition and auto-
matic threshold selection is discussed in the next section.

3. Region shrinking based Accurate
Segmentation of Inflammatory areas from
Thermograms (RASIT)

The Region shrinking based Accurate Segmentation of
Inflammatory areas from Thermograms (RASIT) mainly aims
to segment the inflamed ROI from the thermal images using
EFI. Fig. 3 shows the flow diagram of RASIT method for
segmenting inflamed region from a knee thermogram.

3.1. Preprocessing of the thermograms

The knee and the breast thermograms used for segmentation are
stored following the gray palette color representation format. In
this palette, the relation between temperature and pixel intensity
is proportional to each other. The 24-bit gray palette consists of
the Red (R), Green (G) and Blue (B) channels. The values of R,G and
B channels for any pixel is equal to each other and this
characteristic is responsible for visually gray representation of
thermogram with 24-bit. Therefore, for 8 bit representation,
selection of any of the channel will represent the whole image
without losing the pixel properties of original thermogram as the
Fig. 3 – Flow diagram of Region shrinking based Accurate Segm
8-bit representation is identical with any of the R, G, B channels of
the image. In our analysis, we choose the first channel, i.e. R
channel of the image for 8 bit representation of the input data.
The captured thermograms also consist of temperature scale,
labels, and tags. Thus, for proper extraction of the inflamed region
through the RASIT method, the knee, and the chest regions are
manually cropped. Manually extraction of important region
decreses the processing time of segmentation techniques.

3.2. RASIT algorithm

The input of the RASIT algorithm is a gray scale thermogram I of
size x � y. The I is stored in R . Here R is a copy of I used for
processing within the algorithm keeping the input image (I)
unchanged. FOld and FNew are the threshold values from the
previous and current step respectively, having initial value as 0.
The stopping condition,m, and the loop condition variable COND,
are set to 2 and 0 respectively. Termination of RASIT method is
performed with the updation of COND from 0 to 1. The variable P '
is initialized with R and R is normalized by dividing with 255 and
stored into another variable P for the convenience of algorithm
processing. The value of R would change in successive iterations.
The EFI is computed considering each pixel of the image Px�y
using Eqs. 5 and 6 and as a result an image Jx�y is generated.

The stopping criteria of RASIT algorithm depends on the
automatically generated threshold value. The threshold FNew

changes dynamically in each iteration according to the image
J. It is calculated automatically using the weighted average of
the intensities present in the image by following Eq. 7.

FNew ¼

X255
i¼0

i � hðiÞ

X255
i¼0

hðiÞ
(7)

here i represents the intensity of a pixel and h(i) is the number
of occurrences of that intensity value in the image. This value
of the threshold FNew is used to generate a binary mask h , by
using Eq. 8.

hðm;nÞ ¼
1 if Jðm;nÞ > FNew

0 if Jðm;nÞ � FNew

�
(8)
entation of Inflammatory areas from a knee thermogram.
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Algorithm 1: The RASIT Algorithm.

Input: Ix�y
Initialize: R   I, FOld  0, m   2, FNew  0, COND   0

1. while COND 6¼ 1
2. P0   R,P   R/255
3. F   EFI matrix generation from P using Eq. 5
4. J   Intensity adjusted output of F using P0 and Eq. 6
5. FNew   New threshold from J using Eq. 7
6. h   Binary Mask generation from J using

threshold FNew by following Eq. 8
7. R   ROI extraction from J using h and Eq. 9
8. D   FOld � FNewj j
9. ifD ≥ m

10. COND   0
11. else
12. COND   1
13. end if
14. FOld   FNew

15. end while
16. C = I � h

Output: C

In successive iteration, the value of FNew dynamically changes
and because of that, the binary mask hx�y is also changed
accordingly. The purpose of creating the binary mask hx�y is to
extract the ROI from Jx�y. The extracted ROI in successive iteration
is stored in the matrix Rx�y using the Eq. 9 by element-wise
multiplication of intensity adjusted EFI (Jx�y) and binary mask(hx�y).

Rðm;nÞ ¼ Jðm;nÞ� hðm;nÞ (9)

As an outcome of Eq. 9, the pixels with intensity greater than
FNew of the image J will remain in the image R, as they are
probably included in the ROI.

In each iteration, the stopping condition of RASIT algorithm
has been performed by checking the absolute difference(D) in
between threshold value of previous iteration and present
iteration ðFOld and FnewÞ as given in Algorithm 1. Minor
difference implies that the RASIT is approaching toward its
saturation point. Therefore, the algorithm continues until the
value of Dremains greater than a minimum value m, which is a
constant. The value of the constant is discussed in Section 6.1.
In the case of D ≥ m, the variable COND is set to 0 and the
iterative process will continue. Therefore, termination of
iteration is performed by rejecting the condition, which will
set COND as 1 as shown in RASIT algorithm. Finally, the ROI (C)
from the input image is generated by following Eq. 10.

C ðx�yÞ ¼ Iðx�yÞ�hðx�yÞ (10)

3.3. Proposed method (RASIT) as region shrinking model
for image segmentation

The shrinking property defined in descriptive set theory is
dependent on the Universal Class and disjoint sets [27]. The
concept of descriptive set theory based region shrinking may
be applied for image segmentation if the iterative process
outcome follows shrinking property.
Definition 1. An image I has the shrinking property if the
output of segmentation (S) at kth iteration over I is such that:

S1ðm; nÞ sup S2ðm; nÞ sup ::: sup Sk ¼ Skþ1 (11)

here S1 = I and I is an M � N image. The shrinking method for
image terminates when two consecutive outputs (at the kth step
and (k + 1)th step) are same. Comparing with descriptive set
theory based shrinking property [27], Sk is considered here as the
Super class which contains a single set Sk+1 such that Sk � Sk+1.

Theorem 1. Proposed method follows region shrinking model
for segmentation

Proof. As discussed in the RASIT algorithm, the effect of the EF
extraction process on a pixel (P(m,n)) depends on its neighbor-
hood (P(x,y)) for EFI generation, as:

Case 1: If 8 Pkðx;yÞ> Pkðm;nÞ then Jkðm;nÞ> Pkðm;nÞ

Case 2: If 8 Pkðx;yÞ ¼ Pkðm;nÞ then Jkðm;nÞ> Pkðm;nÞ

Case 3: If 8 Pkðx;yÞ � Pkðm;nÞ then Jkðm;nÞ> Pkðm;nÞor Jkðm;nÞ � Pkðm;nÞ

Case 4: If 8 Pkðx;yÞ< Pkðm;nÞthen Jkðm;nÞ < Pkðm;nÞ

Case 5: If 9 Pkðx;yÞ P
k
ðx;yÞ< Pkðm;nÞ

��� then Jkðm;nÞ � Pkðm;nÞ

From the above cases, it is clear that if case 1 exists then case 5
also exists. Therefore, except case 2, all J(m,n) tends to zero with the
progress of iteration number, k. Since the variation in intensity
distribution is present in all the input images, so with the increase
of the iteration number, the background pixels affect the intensity
of uniform region as EFI outcome. The edge pixels of the 3 � 3
uniform region is firstly affected by the non-uniform neighbour-
hood pixels by following Eq. 5. As the 3 � 3 neighbourhood of each
pixels of the 3 � 3 uniform region are not always similar to each
other, so the outcome of Eq. 5 for all pixels are also not identical.
After kth step, EFI converts the intensity distribution of a uniform
region to non-uniform region and 8 Pkðx;yÞ 6¼ Pkðm;nÞ will occur.
Therefore, case 2 will never occur in a consistent manner for all
the iterations of EFI computation. This will only happen when all
the pixels of an image have same value, which is not at all possible
for a real life image.

Due to the presence of cases 3–5 in gray palette thermal
image, the number of pixels with intensity value as 0 will also
increase with the increase of iteration. After a certain number
of iterations, say (k + 1), the output will become identical with
EFI output at kth iteration. The iteration based output (Ck

ðm;nÞ) of
RASIT can be represented by Eq. 12 to Eq. 14.

C1
ðm;nÞ ¼ J1ðm;nÞg

n ���J1ðm;nÞ> F1 (12)

Ck
ðm;nÞ ¼ Jk�1ðm;nÞg

n ���Jk�1ðm;nÞ> Fk�1 (13)



Fig. 4 – (a, b) Captured thermograms related to knee arthritis; (c, d) Collected thermograms related to breast abnormality from
DMR dataset; (e–h) Binary ground truth images related to the inflamed region of interest(s) corresponding to the thermograms
given in (a)–(d) respectively.
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Ckþ1
ðm;nÞ ¼ Jkðm;nÞg

n ���Jkðm;nÞ> Fk (14)

The relationship between outputs of successive iterations can
be given by Eq. 15 to Eq. 18, which establishes the shrinking
model given in Definition 1.

C1
ðm;nÞ ¼ Pðm;nÞ (15)

C1
ðm;nÞ sup C2

ðm;nÞ (16)

Ck�1
ðm;nÞ sup Ck

ðm;nÞ (17)

Ck
ðm;nÞ ¼ Ckþ1

ðm;nÞ (18)

4. Dataset description and ground truth
generation

4.1. Dataset description

The RASIT is tested over the thermograms of bilateral knee joints
and breast regions. The frontal knee thermograms are collected
from patients who have knee arthritis under the supervision of a
medical expert and by following standardized protocols of
acquisition [10]. The first row of Fig. 4 shows the samples of
the knee and breast thermograms. All the knee and breast
thermograms consist of inflamed region(s). Validation and
ground truth generation of the inflamed region(s) from Medical
Infrared Thermogram (MIT) related to inflammatory pain is a
complex task. In our captured dataset, the validation has been
performed with the help of a medical expert. In the case of breast
thermograms, all the gray pallete thermograms of the sick
patients are collected from existing DMR (Database of Mastology
Research) database [28]. The rest of the section describes
validation and ground truth generation of the captured dataset.

4.1.1. Validation of knee inflammation
Inflammation in the human body is a sign of abnormality. In
the case of arthritis, the severity of the disease can be
determined by medical experts based on the subjective
evaluation of inflammation. However, inflammation may
occur in body joints due to fracture or for other abnormalities,
environmental condition, and external pressure in knee joints.
Based on this issue, we controlled the environmental condi-
tions by the selection of proper acquisition protocols [10].
Moreover, the validation of inflammation of the thermograms
of our dataset clarifies that the inflammation present in the
knee joints is due to arthritis. The validation is performed by
following two parameters: subjective evaluation, and clinical
test, as described below.

Subjective evaluation: Subjective evaluation of inflammation
related to arthritis in knee joints are performed by medical
experts. The evaluation is executed depending on tenderness
(T), swelling (S), redness (R), and restriction of movement
(ROM) together or presence of synovitis (Syn). The presence of
synovitis directly indicates the presence of inflammation due
to arthritis. In the other cases, inflammation is confirmed if
two of the other factors (T, S, R, and ROM) are present in the
knee joint. Based on subjective evaluations of arthritis, the
statistics of the factors with intensity (mild, moderate and
severe) is given in Table 2, and confirms the presence of
arthritic inflammation in the knee thermograms.

Clinical test: To confirm inflammation in the knee region,
the Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate (ESR) is calculated for all
the patients. In the case of inflammatory arthritis, the ESR rate
increases. The normal range of ESR is 0–15 mm/h for male and
0–22 mm/h for female [29]. The range of ESR for all the
patients whose thermograms are used in our analysis is above
25 mm/h.



Table 2 – Statistics of subjective evaluation of knee
inflammation.

Factors for
subjective
evaluation

No. of
thermogram

Intensity of factors

Mild Moderate Severe

Tenderness 33 9 15 9
Swelling 26 5 14 7
Redness 2 2 0 0
Restriction of Movement 18 6 7 5
Synovitis 8 5 1 2

Fig. 5 – Summary of measuring unit.
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4.2. Ground truth generation

The goal of the ground truth generation of the datasets is to
validate the RASIT algorithm as well as to perform a
comparison of the proposed method with the existing
state-of-the-art techniques. Manual segmentation by an
expert is the most commonly used technique to compute
the ground truths. However, manual segmentation by a single
expert may lead to erroneous result due to the expert's biases,
boredom, and fatigue. Hence, multiple manual segmenta-
tions were performed on thermograms by different techni-
cians for ground truth generation. For a single thermogram,
five sets of segmentation results were generated by five
individual technicians using the GNU Image Manipulation
Program (GIMP) [30] software. The inflamed region repre-
sented by higher gray level pixels in the thermogram is
considered as the foreground object and the rest as back-
ground. The foreground pixels are represented as white pixels
(intensity value 1) and the background is converted into the
black (intensity value 0). From the multiple ground truths
generated by technicians for a single knee thermogram, the
absolute ground truth is finalized based on the voting policy
and evaluation by a medical expert. The voting policy is based
on the threshold value, k. The value of k for ith pixel
determines whether the pixel is considered as a foreground
pixel or not. The variable k is defined as k = ( j + 1)/2, where, j
indicates the total number of ground truths generated by
technicians. The ith pixel is considered as foreground pixel in
the final ground truth if at least k number of technicians
included it as a foreground pixel. The medical expert
ultimately validates the final ground truth of knee thermo-
gram depending on the clinical findings. The rejected ground
truths are regenerated under the supervision of the medical
expert by following the above mentioned procedure. The (e)
and (f) images of Fig. 4 show examples of the final ground
truths of corresponding knee thermograms given in the (a)
and (b) of Fig. 4. In the case of breast thermograms also the
ground truth for the inflamed regions is generated through
voting policy as described above. The examples of generated
ground truths for breast thermograms of Fig.4(c) and (d) are
shown in Fig. 4(g) and (h) correspondingly.

5. Experimental results

The experiment has been performed over 50 arthritis affected
knee thermograms and 44 breast thermograms of breast
abnormality related sick patients. The acquisition and collec-
tion of thermograms are described in the previous section. In
this section, we present experimental results illustrating the
ability of the proposed method on segmenting inflamed
regions from thermograms comparing with state of the art
techniques. The measurement of the ability of accurate
segmentation is performed based on quantitative evaluations
of segmentation output with ground truth data and statistical
significance analysis of the measuring factors as described in
the rest of the section.

5.1. Quantitative and qualitative analysis based
comparative study

In our comparative study, the area of the segmented region is
compared with the area of the ground truth region for
performance analysis of the segmentation techniques. The
outcome of the segmentation techniques and generated
ground truths are converted into binary images, where the
inflamed region(s) is represented by white pixels with
intensity value 1 and background region is represented
through black pixels with intensity value 0.The quantitative
analysis of area/boundary is performed by the intensity-
based similarity measurement over the binary mask of
ground truth, and segmented ROI generated through existing
and proposed RASIT method. The pixel oriented Simple
Matching Coefficient based similarity measurement in be-
tween ground truth and the segmented output is the popular
method of area based performance analysis. These measure-
ments mainly depend on True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP),
True Negative (TN) and False Negative (FN) values. The
estimated summary of TP, FP, TN, and FN is given in Fig. 5
using binary values (0 and 1). Using the above mentioned
units (TP, FP, TN, and FN), we calculated Dice's Similarity
coefficient (DSC), Accuracy (ACC) and Sensitivity (SENS) for
the evaluation of the segmentation methods presented here.
The maximum value of DSC, ACC, SENS indicates better
segmentation output. The performance of segmentation
techniques also may suffer from over and under segmenta-
tion. So, the quality of segmentation was measured by
amount of Over segmentation (OSeg) and Under-segmenta-
tion (USeg) as used by Belgiu et al. [32]. In the case of over-
segmentation, multiple segmentation of a single region
occurs, and under-segmentation generates an insufficient
segmentation of multiple regions. So, in the case of over-
segmentation, the output of segmentation becomes smaller
than the ground truth region and the vice versa happens
through under-segmentation. Collectively both the over and
under-segmentation causes erroneous output compared to



Table 3 – Description of measuring factors for analysis of segmentation.

Measuring factors Formula Range Value for perfect segmentation

DSC[31]
2 � TP

FP þ ð2 � TPÞ þ FN
0–1 1

ACC
TP þ TN

TP þ FP þ TN þ FN
� 100 0–100 100

SENS [31]
TP

TP þ FN
0–1 1

OSeg [32] 1 � areaðx \ yÞ
areaðxÞ 0–1 0

USeg [32] 1 � areaðx \ yÞ
areaðyÞ 0–1 0

x ¼ Ground Truth; y ¼ Segmented output; areaðx \ yÞ ¼ TP;
areaðxÞ ¼ total number of pixels with value 1 in x;
areaðyÞ ¼ total number of pixels with value 1 in y:
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ground truth data and decreases the accuracy of segmenta-
tion result.

Table 3 shows the formulation of all the measuring factors.
Some of the measures may also give a better result for
erroneous segmentation of a given image. So, the performance
measure is quantified depending on all the measuring factors
(as mentioned in Table 4) together for each segmentation
technique.

The quantification of the RASIT method of segmentation
and seven other states of the art methods and two newly
published methods for segmentation were evaluated using the
ground truth data. The state of the art threshold based
segmentation techniques used for comparison are Otsu's
multi-thresholding (Otsu) [33], Kapur's multi-thresholding
(Kapur) [34] and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based
multi-thresholding techniques [21]. From the areas of cluster
based segmentation, K-means [16–18], Fuzzy C-means (FCM)
[2,15] and Expectation Maximization (EM) [2,19] based cluster-
ing methods are used for comparison.

The region growing [24,25] is also followed for state-of-
the-art method based comparison. Beyond the state of the
art method, the Fractional-Order Darwinian Particle Swarm
Optimization (FODPSO) [35] and the Multilevel Threshold-
ing-based Electro-Magnetism Optimization (MTEMO) [36]
methods are also used for comparative study by following
the theory of optimization. Apart from region growing, all
Table 4 – Performance measure of RASIT method and compari

Sl. no. Used techniques Knee thermogra

DSC ACC (%) SENS

1 RASIT (proposed) 0.805 98.2 0.857
2 Otsu thresholding [12] 0.509 90.77 0.357
3 Kapur thresholding [12] 0.19 60.23 0.107
4 PSO [21] 0.285 76.71 0.169
5 K-means [16–18] 0.472 83.22 0.34 

6 Fuzzy C-means [2,15] 0.54 92.06 0.388
7 Expectation maximization [2,19] 0.471 88.44 0.326
8 Region growing [24,25] 0.922 99.31 0.903
9 FODPSO [35] 0.318 79.02 0.195
10 MTEMO [36] 0.19 60.03 0.106
the other methods used for comparative study generate
clustered output. The cluster number varies depending on
the user input parameters. In our analysis, we generated
nine different set of clustered output of all the existing
methods (except region growing) by varying the input
parameter (number of cluster/threshold number/threshold
level) from 2 to 10. For each thermogram, the validity index is
used to evolve the appropriate number of clusters from the
nine sets of clustered outputs using cluster validity Index I
[37]. Index I is used for the selection of appropriate clustered
image comparing with the input image. The clustering
techniques used in comparative study contains the limita-
tion of cluster number selection for each input. So for
minimization of the problem, we use Index I [37] based
cluster number selection method here. This index is found to
reach its maximum value when the appropriate number of
clusters is achieved by comparing the input data and cluster
output. In the post-processing step of existing methods
(except region growing), the cluster containing the pixel with
maximum intensity value is extracted and considered as the
final segmented region. In the case of region growing, the
best result is obtained by manual selection of seed points
and by fixing the threshold value to 0.01 through trial and
error method. The outputs of all the segmentation techni-
ques used for the comparative study are converted into a
binary image for analysis with ground truth data. Fig. 6
son with existing techniques.

m dataset DMR breast thermogram dataset

 OSeg USeg DSC ACC (%) SENS OSeg USeg

 0.157 0.143 0.576 96.98 0.491 0.057 0.509
 0 0.64 0.281 83.96 0.175 0 0.825
 0 0.89 0.145 44.95 0.085 0 0.915
 0 0.83 0.141 63.47 0.082 0 0.918

0 0.66 0.362 89.93 0.243 0 0.758
 0 0.61 0.412 92.1 0.283 0 0.717
 0 0.67 0.274 79.68 0.177 0.02 0.823
 0.06 0.1 0.707 98.81 0.87 0.296 0.131
 0 0.81 0.144 64.27 0.084 0 0.917
 0 0.89 0.162 49.91 0.109 0.009 0.894



Fig. 6 – Thermogram segmentation outputs (blue border represents the ground truth and red border represents the segmented
region by the mentioned methods). The captions given below of each image represents the input image/ground truth/name
of the segmentation method.
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illustrated the final segmented outcome of RASIT and the
existing methods along with the ground truths.

From Table 4 and from Fig. 6, we can observe that except
Region growing, the RASIT generates a better result, compared
to the other state of the art methods in terms of DSC, ACC, SENS
and USeg for both the pain and DMR breast thermogram dataset
with a negligible increase in OSeg. However, the performance of
Region Growing varies based on the selection of seed point(s)
and the threshold value. Though region growing gives better
result compared to the proposed RASIT method, the manual
selection of seed point(s), and the threshold value are time-
consuming and complicated task to perform.

5.2. Significance analysis of the performance measures

In order to evaluate the statistical significance of the
obtained result, the Wilcoxon's nonparametric [36,38] test
was performed over the measuring factors given in Table 4
by considering 1% significance level. The statistical test was
conducted to judge whether the group-wise final result of
the evaluation criteria (DSC, ACC, SENS, OSeg, USeg)
acquired from the RASIT method statistically differ in a
significant way from other existing methodologies of
segmentation or not. The null hypothesis is considered if
P-value is greater than or equal to 0.01 and indicates that
there is no difference between two groups. On the other
hand, if P-value is less than 0.01 then it is a strong evidence
for rejecting the null hypothesis.

Observations from the analysis show that, the P-values of
all the evaluation criteria for all the methods except region
growing is less than at least by 10–6 (P < 10–6), so it rejects the
null hypothesis. Therefore, generated results by existing
methods are group-wise different from RASIT method.
However, the better performances of Region Growing depend-
ing on SENS, OSeg and USeg for pain thermogram and again
SENS and OSeg for breast thermogram are group-wise similar
compared to proposed RASIT method as the P values for those
factors are greater than 0.01. Observations of Table 4 following
the statistical analysis also shows that, the difference between
the outcome of Region Growing and RASIT is negligible in case
of Knee thermogram dataset depending on SENS, OSeg and
USeg based performance measuring factors. It may also be
observed that the differences between performance measur-
Fig. 7 – Performance measuring factors of Segmentation w
ing factors of RASIT and region growing is less for knee
thermogram dataset compared to those of RASIT and other
existing methods.

6. Discussions

Selection of the termination point of execution is an important
part of RASIT method and determined by the value of m, as
mentioned in Section 3. In the first part of this section, the
issues related to the selection of m value is detailed. The rest of
the section contains discussion about the advantages of the
proposed RASIT method compared to other existing methods.

6.1. Sensitivity of m value selection in RASIT method

In our proposed method (RASIT), an iteration stopping criteria
(m) is used to stop the iterative progress of RASIT. Selection of the
m value as 0 will not terminate the execution of RASIT method as
it will accept the null difference between threshold values
generated automatically in two successive steps. The minimum
value of m, i.e., m = 1, extracts the region which shows the source
of inflammation represented by the pixels having highest gray
level or pixels with gray levels very close to the highest gray level
within a range of small variance and which leads to the over-
segmentation. However, in our analysis, we want to extract the
whole area of inflammation spreading. It is observed that, in the
Figs. 7 and 8, under segmentation increases proportionately
with the increase of m-value. Therefore, the value of m is fixed to
2 to avoid both under and over segmentation and to extract the
optimal inflamed region(s).

The effects of changes in the value of m for the present
method over knee and breast thermogram datasets depending
on measuring factors like Dice's similarity coefficient (DSC),
Accuracy (ACC), Sensitivity (SENS), Over segmentation (OSeg),
and Under segmentation (USeg) are shown in Figs. 7 and 8
respectively.

6.2. Advantages of the RASIT method

The proposed RASIT method minimizes the limitations of
parameter selection, execution time complexity and under-
segmentation of ROI-contained by existing techniques. This
ith different m values for Knee thermogram dataset.



Fig. 8 – Performance measuring factors of Segmentation with different m values for Breast thermogram dataset.
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section describes the advantages of RASIT method depending
on the stated three limitation solving points as given in
contribution part.

6.2.1. Minimization of the complexity of parameter selection
The existing state of the art thermogram segmentation
techniques suffer from the complexity of parameter selection
as described in Table 1 of the paper. In the case of clustering
technique, selection of optimal cluster number is a complex
task. In our comparative study, we performed the index I [37]
based analysis of clustered output of each thermogram for
optimal cluster image and number selection from nine sets of
clustered outputs as detailed in Section 5.1. The sets are
generated by varying the cluster number from 2 to 10. Rather
than cluster number selection, each of the existing methods
contains limitation related to other parameter selection as
given in Table 5. In our proposed method (RASIT), the
complexity of parameter selection is minimized by fixing
the iteration stopping criteria (m) with value 2. Segmentation of
the region related to spread of inflammation may be
Table 5 – Parameter details.

Segmentation techniques Number of input parameters 

RASIT 1 

Otsu 1 

Kapur 1 

PSO 6 

K-means 2 

FCM 4 

EM 3 

Region growing 2 

FODPSO 12 

MTEMO 6 
performed with m value 2 for all types of medical infrared
thermogram. In the case of the origin of the inflammation area
extraction, the m value will be fixed to 1. Table 5, shows that
except the Otsu and Kapur's multi-thresholding based
segmentation technique, the proposed method needs a
minimum number of user input compared to all other
methods. Though the number of user input for Otsu and
Kapur method is similar to our proposed method, but the
accuracy of Otsu and Kapur methods are very much lower
compared to RASIT method (shown in the Table 4).

6.2.2. Minimization of execution time complexity
The time complexity of the proposed RASIT method is based
on number of iterations required to reach termination
condition, time for EFI generation for each iteration and size
of the input image. Considering required number of iterations
as T, size of the image as N, and the neighborhood window size
of each pixel as w, the time complexity of RASIT method is
OððwNÞTÞ. In the comparative study, except region growing all
the methods generates clustered output. The optical cluster is
Parameter description

Iteration stopping criteria (m).
Number of threshold level.
Number of threshold level.
Total number of iteration, global weights, local weights, initial
number of particles within each swarm, inertial coefficient, and
maximum number of levels a particle can travel between iterations.
Cluster number, Cluster center.
Cluster number, Cluster center, fuzzy weighting exponent, stopping
condition.
Cluster number, Data point initialization, stopping condition.
Seed points, threshold value.
Total number of iteration, maximum stagnation of swarms, global
and local weight, initial, minimum and maximum number of
particles within each swarm, initial, minimum and maximum
number of swarm, and maximum number of levels a particle can
travel between iterations, fractional coefficient.
Total number of iteration, value of local search phase, distance of
local search phase, population size, population initialization, number
of threshold.



Table 6 – Time complexity of each method.

Used techniques Method oriented
time complexity

I-index time
complexity

Time complexity of
final cluster extraction

RASIT OððwNÞTÞ Not required Not required
Otsu O(Ln) O(nN) O(N)
Kapur O(Ln) O(nN) O(N)
PSO O(nNP) O(nN) O(N)
K-means O(NndT) O(nN) O(N)
Fuzzy C-Means O(Nn2dT) O(nN) O(N)
Expectation maximization OðnkÞ O(nN) O(N)
Region growing O(NT) Not required Not required
FODPSO O(n

P
8sN

S) O(nN) O(N)

N = size of the image; n = threshold/cluster number; T = number of iteration; w = neighborhood window size; L = highest intensity level;
d = number of dimension; k = number of hidden unit per vector; v = number of vectors; NP = number of particles within the population;
NS = initial number of swarm within each swarm(s).
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selected from a set of clustered output using Index I [37]. So the
time complexity of index I is added with the original time
complexity of each method. In our analysis, the time
complexity of Index I is O(nN)where n is the cluster number
and N is the size of the image. Also, in case of clustering
method oriented outputs, the cluster representing the in-
flamed region need to be extract and binarization is required in
the post processing step. Extraction of the cluster representing
the inflamed region contains time complexity of O(N). Here
also the size of the image is N. Except RASIT and Region
Growing, all the methods are executed for 9 times by changing
the cluster/threshold number from 2 to 10. So the time
complexity will multiplied by 9 for each method. For all the
methods (except RASIT and region growing), the I index [37]
time complexity and time complexity of final cluster extrac-
tion is added with the method's own time complexity. In
Table 6, the time complexity of each method is given except
MTEMO [36]. In case of MTEMO, the time complexity is not
defined, but this method takes maximum time for execution
(in seconds).

From Table 6 and the above discussion, we observed that
Region Growing is the only algorithm that shows significant
advantage in terms of computation complexity in comparison
with the proposed method (RASIT). However Region Growing
suffers from detrimental disadvantages of proper threshold
and seed selection. Since the proposed method contains
minimum complexity of user input, it should be a judicious
choice for automatic thermal image segmentation with
optimal accuracy.

6.2.3. Minimization of under segmentation
Under segmentation of inflamed region results increase
amount of ROI extraction in the final segmentation output
compared to the ground truth data. In thermogram segmen-
tation, except Region Growing all the existing methods
overcome the drawback of over segmentation which results
in a large amount of under segmentation rate as shown in
Table 4. Our proposed method (RASIT) minimizes the rate of
under segmentation with negligible increase in over seg-
mentation rate for both the breast and arthritis knee
thermogram. With proper selection of seed points and the
threshold value, region growing generates a minimum
amount of over and under-segmentation rate. But the
selection of accurate seed points is a complex task to
perform. Excluding region growing, the proposed RASIT
method generates the lowest rate of under segmentation
compared to all the techniques used for comparative study
as shown in Table 4.

7. Conclusion and future work

Inflammation on the knee joint surface due to arthritis
indicates the presence of certain abnormalities in the body
defense system, which may lead to a permanent joint
damage. On the other hand, asymmetric inflammation in
breast region is a strong evidence of breast abnormality.
Accurate segmentation of the inflamed ROI from thermo-
grams assists in the quantification of the spread of
inflammation and identifies the affected region accurately.
The proposed RASIT method achieved the segmentation of
the ROI with significant accuracy. Except region growing, the
comparative study shows that the RASIT method achieved
better performance compared to the state-of-the-art seg-
mentation techniques. Although region growing generates
best segmentation accuracy with a minimum rate of over
and under-segmentation, but it requires manual identifica-
tion of seed points and the threshold value for optimal
performance rate. Besides that, RASIT decreases the com-
plexity of parameter selection and amount of under-
segmentation. Furthermore, the statistical test over the
performance measures indicates that the RASIT method
generates better results on all the thermograms in the
dataset with a 99% confidence interval. In the expanded
version of the RASIT method, the over-segmentation
problem for knee thermograms will be tackled by the
generation of image oriented automated iteration stopping
criteria.
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